. All these models cannot be presented in this article, which will concentrate on the most mature ones, already used in efficient parallel implementations.
The organization of the article is the following.
The Kowalski [1979] in his well-known motto "programs = logic + control."
A problem should be decomposed into a logical part (i.e., a specification written as set of logical formulas) which encodes the declarative meaning of the program and a control part (implementation dependent) which provides a way of executing this specification.
The most popular instance of the latter, proposed for example by the Prolog language, is sequential depth-first search, but different kinds of parallel execution mechanisms are also possible.
Each type of parallelism leads to a specific model of execution that forms the foundations for one of the systems that will be presented later.
Logic Programs
This brief and intuitive presentation of the basic notions of logic programs is intended to make the paper self-contained.
A . is a set of definite is, formulas of the
The A,, l?,, and Q, are atomic formulas such as p (tl,,,,, tin) , where p is a predicate symbol and tl, . . . . t~are compound terms, constants, or simple variables. In (l), A is the head of the clause while the conjunction of the Bi is called its body. Each of the B, is called a goal.
Logic programs enjoy both a declarative, or logical, semantics and an operational, or procedural, semantics. Therefore
(1) can be logically read as "if B1 and Bz . . . . and B. are true, then A is true,"
and (2) as "A is a fact that is always true." The declarative interpretation of a logic program P amounts to proving that the query (3) is a logical consequence of the conjunction of the clauses of P. On the other hand, the procedural interpretation of Horn clauses forms the basis of the operational semantics of logic programming.
The set of all clauses with the same head predicate symbol p can be considered as the definition of the procedure p. Each goal of the body of a clause can be considered as a procedure call. Parameter passing between the caller and the callee is achieved by unification of the arguments. Unifying two terms consists in finding an assignment of the free variables of both terms which makes the two terms equal. For instance, unifying the two termsl f(X, a, Y) and f (b, Z, T) :-father (X, Y), father (Y, Z) . (1) father (john, philip) . (2) father(peter, andy).
father(andy, mark).
and query :-grandfather(X, mark), (1)
(2') (3'1
The first resolvent is the initial query (5):
:-grandfather(X, mark). (1)
and a query :-p(x), q(x).
Also suppose that we have stated (we will detail the syntax later on) that p is consumer of its argument (X) while q is producer.
Consider an execution that selects goal p in the query: the unification 
From Early Models To Multisequential Systems
Early computational models [ Conery 1983; Percebois et al. 1992 ] that proposed to parallelize logic programming systems were based on "natural" data flow process models.
In Figure  4 ).
OR-Parallelism
In 
Copying of Stacks
In the stack-copying scheme, each worker maintains a complete copy of the stacks in its workspace.
When getting work, an idle worker copies the stacks of the computation state down to the node (choicepoint) providing work. In the example of Figure 3 and Figure 4 , a worker grabbing work from the father node would have to copy the stacks from the root to the /ia- 
I .
Aativaticm record: One problem occurs with stack copying: the worker grabbing work needs to restore its stacks to their state when the OR-node was created.
In the example of Figure  3 and Figure  4 , Stacks Worker W2 ,:
WORKER W2
Local Stack m Activation record: Activation record: q---l -------------.,
'ash(y)&d
Local stack ;1', n Activation record: Each worker is given a predetermined path of the search tree described by an "oracle" (path in the search tree) allocated by a specialized worker called "controller," Programs are rewritten to obtain an arity-2 search tree so that oracles can be efficiently encoded as bit strings (see Figure  9 ). 
will be compiled into the following graph expression:
If the argument of ground (X) is ground, the two following goals are computed in parallel.
Otherwise they are executed sequentially.
Depending on the instantiation state of X at run-time, three possible execution graphs may occur at run-time (see Figure  10 ). 
SYSTEMS EXPLOITING ONE TYPE OF PARALLELISM
A large number of models have already been proposed to parallelize Prolog. In this section, we will concentrate on the systems exploiting one type of parallelism that have been efficiently implemented on multiprocessor systems, based on the multisequential approach.
Systems Exploiting OR-Parallelism
The Kabu-Wake system (see Section 4.3.1 and Figure 5) Table 3 ). Combining OR-with AND-parallelism may also result in significant reductions in the program search space when several recomputations of the same independent AND-branch, due to backtracking into a previous AND-branch, can be avoided by "reusing" the solutions already produced in each AND-branch (see Figure  11 ). However, the combination of ANDwith OR-parallelism raises difficult problems.
Control Table 5 ). 
